
1 The Myth of Dionysus	
1) Dionysus is the son of Zeus, the most powerful of all Greek gods 

and goddesses, and Semele, a mortal woman. 

2) Zeus’ wife Hera was extremely jealous and planned a trick on 
Semele to kill her. Hera convinced Semele to ask Zeus to reveal 
himself in his true form. When Zeus revealed himself as a god, 
Semele was burned to death after looking upon his glory. 

3) Luckily, Zeus managed to save the unborn baby Dionysus by 
stitching him into his own thigh. Because Zeus carried him in his 
thigh until his birth, Dionysus became immortal. 

4) Zeus still had to deal with his jealous wife. Hera was now planning 
the death of Dionysus. Hera had the Titans rip Dionysus’ body to 
pieces. Zeus was able to save the child, with the help of Rhea, 
another of the Titans. 

5) Zeus then sent Dionysus away with Hermes, who took him to Mt. 
Nysa to be raised by the half-human, half-goat creatures known as 
satyrs. Because of his birth story, Dionysus was always associated 
with rebirth. 

6) When he was older, Dionysus is said to have discovered the 
grapevine. He taught mankind how to cultivate the vine and make 
wine from the grapes. Dionysus became the god of wine. He was 
also associated with the madness and partying that goes with it. 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2) The Festival of Dionysus	
The Greek festival honoring the god Dionysus was the most important arts 
festival in the ancient world. Combining theater, music, dance and community, 
the six-day Spring event in Athens was attended by people from all over Greece. 
It was held in late March and early April.	

The opening of the festival featured a procession to the Theater of Dionysus 
bearing a wooden statue of the god. As the first day progressed, choruses of 
men and boys representing the ten political tribes of Athens held dithyrambic 
competitions. The day concluded with the sacrifice of a bull and a communal 
feast.	

The most respected playwrights would present their works over the next 
three days: each would present three tragedies and one satyr play. In 487 BCE, 
an additional day of competition was added, with five playwrights presenting 
one comedy each.	

The judges, one from each of the tribes, voted on the best performance in 
each competition, with prizes awarded to producers, directors, and/or 
playwrights of the winning productions. In 534 BCE, the festival's first award 
was given to the actor and playwright Thespis. His prize? A goat (the word 
"tragedy" translates literally as “goat-song").	

On the final day of the festival, judges announced the winners and awarded 
prizes—an ivy wreath for first place. 

For the duration of the festival law courts would be closed, governmental and 
municipal business suspended and people who lived in the neighboring rural 
townships would leave their agricultural tasks and flock to the city. The Athenian 
prisons would even release inmates for the duration of the festival so that 
they could attend the processions, plays and sacrifices. 
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3) Structure of the Greek Theater	
Ancient Greek theaters were very large, open-air structures that took advantage 
of sloping hillsides for their terraced seating. Because of drama's close 
connection with religion, theaters were often located in or near sanctuaries. 
Theaters were also sometimes built by “healing centers” since going to the 
theatre was considered a way to help heal sickness.	
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The core of any Greek theater is the orchestra, the “dancing place” of the chorus and the 
chief performance space. Almost nothing remains from the fifth-century structure of the 
Theater of Dionysus in Athens, but later theaters suggest that the original orchestras were full 
circles. This is the best-preserved of all extant Greek theaters; the ancient plays are still being 
performed here. An altar of Dionysus was usually located in the center of the orchestra.	

The audience sat in the theatron, the “seeing place,” on semi-circular terraced rows of 
benches (in the earliest theaters these were wooden; they were later built of stone). Although 
the name theatron suggests an emphasis on sight, in reality actors and chorus would look 
rather small even from seats only part-way up, and from the top rows one would see mostly 
colors and patterns of movement rather any details of costuming or masks. The acoustics in 
this theater, however, are magnificent, and words spoken very softly in the orchestra can be 
heard in the top rows (as long as your neighbors are quiet).	

On the far side of the orchestra was the stage building, or skene (meaning “tent”). This was a 
covered structure, originally a temporary wooden building, where the actors stored their 
masks and costumes and performed quick changes out of the sight of the audience. There 
may have been projecting wings on either side of the stage building (the paraskenia, “beside 
the skene”), and between these two wings there may have been a low platform or stage, 
connected to the orchestra by only a few steps (the proskenion, “in front of the skene”).	

On either side of the stage building were long ramps, called eisodoi or parodoi, that led into 
or away from the orchestra. These were used for the entrances and exits of the chorus, and 
the word parodos was also used to designate the choral entrance song. It was conventional 
for the chorus to remain in the orchestra for the duration of the play. Actors, however, might 
have several entrances and exits, and these could involve either the central doors or these 
ramps. The actors’ performance space was usually in front of the stage building (whether or 
not there was a very low platform there), but in either case they could and frequently did 
move outward into the orchestra and interact with the chorus.	

There was preferential seating given to the priest, magistrates, other dignitaries, and—
front row center—to the high priest of Dionysus Eleuthereos, including elaborate carving and 
a clearly marked inscription.	

There was also a special block of seats reserved for members of the boulê, the 500-
member Executive Council of the Assembly. Ordinary citizens might have been assigned 
seats on the basis of the ten Attic tribes; theater tickets were often stamped with a Greek 
letter that apparently referred to a specific wedge of seats. The price of theater attendance 
was apparently two obols, equal to the wages an unskilled man might earn for a day's work. 
Athens had established a special fund, the Theoric Fund, to which any male citizen enrolled in 
a deme might apply to obtain the money for a theater ticket—a clear indication that 
attendance at the theatrical performances in the City Dionysia was considered a civic duty.	
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4) THREE TYPES OF GREEK DRAMA	
The Ancient Greeks took their entertainment very seriously and used drama as a way of 
investigating the world they lived in, and what it meant to be human.	

The three genres of drama were comedy, satyr plays, and most important of all, tragedy.	

Comedy: The first comedies were mainly satirical and mocked men in power for their 
vanity and foolishness. Comedies had happy endings. The first master of comedy was the 
playwright Aristophanes. Much later Menander wrote comedies about ordinary people and 
made his plays more like sit-coms.	

Tragedy: Tragedy dealt with the big themes of love, loss, pride, the abuse of power and 
the fraught relationships between men and gods. Typically the main protagonist of a tragedy 
commits some terrible crime without realizing how foolish and arrogant he has been. Then, as 
he slowly realizes his error, the world crumbles around him. Tragedies always had a sad 
ending designed to teach the Greek people a great lesson on how to live life and not have 
things turn out so sadly for their lives. The three great playwrights of tragedy were 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.	

Aristotle argued that tragedy cleansed the heart through pity and terror, purging us of our 
petty concerns and worries by making us aware that there can be nobility in suffering. He 
called this experience ‘catharsis’.	

Satyr Plays: These short plays were performed between the acts of tragedies and made 
fun of the plight of the tragedy's characters. The satyrs were mythical half-human, half-goat 
figures and actors in these plays wore silly costumes for comic effect. Few examples of these 
plays survive. They are classified by some authors as tragicomic, or comedy dramas. Satyr 
poked fun at real people and events. (In ancient Greece, it was illegal to poke fun at the gods. 
Punishment for mocking the gods was death.) Comedies and tragedies entertained, but a well 
written satyr could sway public opinion. Aeschylus is one of the most famous writer of Satyr 
plays.	

Each play was told in two different ways at the same time. The story was told out loud by a 
Greek chorus. The story was acted out by performers who did not speak. These performers, 
or actors, told story using masks and gestures. The same actor might play several different 
roles. All he had to do was switch masks. Still, it took talent to be a great actor, just as it does 
today. Thespis was one of the most famous and successful actors in all of ancient Greece. In 
his honor, actors today are called thespians. 
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5) FAMOUS GREEK PLAYWRIGHTS	
Aeschylus was known as the “Father of Tragedy.” He was once sent as a child to watch 
grapes ripen in the countryside. He said that when he fell asleep Dionysus appeared to him in 
a dream and commanded him to write tragedies. So, Aeschylus began a tragedy the next 
morning, and he succeeded.	

As far as innovations to plays go, Aeschylus tried to incorporate more actors into his plays and 
tried to get the chorus directly involved in the storyline of the play rather than just having 
them exchange dialogue. He addresses intricate religious problems. Some of Aeschylus’ most 
famous plays include:	

* Agamemnon, where he describes how the gods punish a family for a series of murders. 
 
* The Persians, in which the Athenian victory at Salamis is celebrated.	

* Prometheus Bound, where the myth of Prometheus, the world's first humanitarian, is 
discussed.	

Euripides presented his first group of tragedies at Dionysia in 455 B.C., but didn’t win his first 
victory until 441. As a matter of fact, he won only five awards--and the fifth one wasn’t 
awarded until after he died!  
 
This lack of recognition might seem a bit odd when you consider that Euripides wrote about 
ninety-two plays and was compared to the likes of Aeschylus and Sophocles. The main reason 
that Euripides was ignored by the judges of the Greek festival because he did not cater to 
what the Athenian crowd wanted to see or hear. He didn't approve of their superstitions and 
refused to accept their moral hypocrisy. Most of his plays dealt with many personal issues, so 
they had a tendency to include common, ungodlike people.	

Some of his famous plays include:	

* Hippolytus and The Bacchae, where he explores the psyche of men. 

* Medea, where he takes a look at the frenzied jealousy of a woman who has lost her 
husband's interest.	

* Hecuba, in which he documents the cruelty of Greek warriors who enslave the Trojan queen 
and sacrifice her daughter. 
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Sophocles was destined to become one of the great playwrights of his era. Since he was the 
son of a prosperous merchant, he would enjoy all the luxuries of a flourishing Greek empire. 
He studied all of the arts. By age sixteen, he was already known for his “beauty and grace” 
and was chosen to lead a choir of boys at a celebration. After he completed his studies twelve 
years later, was ready to compete in the City Dionysia (which was a festival held every year at 
the Theatre of Dionysus in where new plays were presented).	

In his first competition, Sophocles took first prize, actually surpassing Aeschylus himself. More 
than 120 plays were to follow. He would then go on to win eighteen first prizes, and following 
that he would never fail to take at least second.	

Sophocles abandoned the trilogic form (telling one story using three separate plays) in his 
plays, and packed the story into a shorter, more concise form that allowed for more dramatic 
possibilities. Some of Sophocles' plays include:	

* Oedipus the King, (which is generally considered his greatest work) explores the depths of 
modern psycho-analysis as Oedipus unwittingly kills his father and marries his mother in an 
attempt to avoid a prophecy he fulfills anyway.	

* Antigone, describes the tale of a passionate young woman who refuses to submit to earthly 
authority when it forbids a proper burial for her

 

brother, Polyneices.  

* The Women of Trachis, which offers a touching story of a jealous woman and her husband 
(Hercules.) 
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6) THE ACTORS	
More than 1,000 performing artists took part in the Festival of Dionysus, yet none of 
these theater performers were originally considered actors. 
 
Dithyrambs, an early form of Greek theater, were performed by choral groups of 50 
men and 50 boys from the different Athenian tribes who would sing and chant the 
playwright's words in unison. Only men/boys were allowed to perform on the Greek 
stage. These performances were led by a choregos (lead chorus member) and 
accompanied by an auletes, a musician playing an aulos (a wind instrument with 
similarities to a modern oboe).	

By 534 BCE, the poet Thespis began performing a specific role distinct from the 
chorus in his plays, establishing the basic concept of an "actor" (today, actors are 
also known as "thespians").  

Each play was told in two different ways at the same time. The story was told out loud 
by a Greek chorus. The story was acted out by performers who did not speak. These 
performers, or actors, told story using masks and gestures. The same actor might play 
several different roles. All he had to do was switch masks. Still, it took talent to be a 
great actor, just as it does today.	

With the addition of an actor to the chorus, new types of theater developed: 
tragedies, comedies, and satyr plays, each requiring choruses of different sizes. The 
playwright Aeschylus (524-455 BCE) standardized using a second actor, until finally the 
accepted convention in Greek theatre was three actors. Though masks and 
costumes allowed the three actors to take on multiple roles, comedies and tragedies 
often featured other characters (nurses, advisors, guards, attendants—the kopha 
prosopa, or "silent faces") who did not speak.	

Originally, following the tradition set by Thespis, the playwright would perform 
as the lead actor in his plays. The playwright Sophocles (496-406 BCE), was the first 
to step aside and employ professional actors. In the theater, focus gradually shifted 
from the choregos, poet, and chorus to the actors. By the 440s BCE, actors would be 
recognized with festival awards, form the "Artists of Dionysus" guild—and become 
“stars.”	
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7) MASKS, COSTUMES, & PROPS	
MASKS	
Masks served several important purposes in Ancient Greek theater: their exaggerated 
expressions helped define the characters the actors were playing; they allowed actors to play 
more than one role (or gender); they helped audience members in the distant seats see and, 
by projecting sound somewhat like a small megaphone, even hear the characters better. In a 
tragedy, masks were more life-like; in a comedy or satyr play, masks were ugly and grotesque. 
Masks were constructed out of lightweight materials such as wood, linen, cork, and 
sometimes real hair. Unfortunately, they lacked durability, and none has survived. 
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COSTUMES	
Costumes, along with masks and props, helped indicate the social status, gender, and age of 
a character. Athenian characters wore more elaborate, decorated versions of everyday 
clothing, such as a tunic or undergarment (chitôn or peplos), a cloak or over-garment 
(himation). Costumes for characters that were non-Athenians were more outlandish. Tragic 
actors wore buskins (raised platform shoes) to symbolize superior status, while comic actors 
wore plain socks. When depicting women, actors wore body stockings, with a progastreda 
and a prosterneda to make their bodies appear feminine. Some plays even called for actors to 
wear animal costumes.	
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PROPS	
In addition to masks, actors also used props to create a character. These could be a crown to 
represent a king; a lyre for a musician; a walking stick to suggest age; a caduceus for a 
messenger; spears and helmets to suggest military men. A "props-maker" (skeuopoios) would 
create and provide these to the actors. Props can also be used for symbolism, as in the red 
carpet Agamemnon walks on when he returns home from war, signifying the blood he spilled 
at Troy.	

SPECIAL PROPS	
Ekkyklêma—Literally, "wheel out,"a large wheeled platform that could be rolled out to display 
scenes that had taken place beyond the view of the spectators (usually the results of violent 
acts since those never took place on stage).  !
Mêchanê/Krane—Literally, “machine," a crane-like device used to lift actors, allowing 
performers to appear in the air or to enter dramatically from behind the skene (which was a 
common method of portraying the gods).	



8) Typical Structure of a Tragedy	
The tragedies of Aeschylus, Euripides and Sophocles followed strict structure 
and form, which was designed to effectively communicate not only the story of 
the play, but also the underlying moral to the audience. 

 
A typical ancient Greek tragedy consists of five essential sections, some of which 
are repeated as necessary to accommodate the plot. They are:	

PROLOGUE: 
A monologue or dialogue presenting the tragedy's topic.  
 
PARADOS: 
The entry of the chorus; using unison chant and dance, they explain what has 
happened leading up to this point.  
 
EPISODE: 
This is the main section of the play, where most of the plot occurs. Actors speak 
dialogue about the plot (more so than taking action, much of which is offstage 
and later commented upon). The chorus often interacts with the actors.  
 
STASIMON: 
The chorus comments upon the episode to the audience.  
 
EXODOS: 
The final chorus chant where the moral of the tragedy is discussed.  
 
An episode/stasimon grouping would be added depending on plot needs.	
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9) Other Important Elements of Greek tragedy	
* The protagonist (hero) in a Greek tragedy was expected to experience a reversal of 
fortune and a downfall, usually due to his reach for a lofty goal being thwarted by his 
own hubris, or excessive pride.	

* Aristotle named six elements for the tragic hero: hamartia (tragic 
flaw), hubris (pride), anagnorisis (discovery), peripeteia (change in fortune), 
nemesis, (fate) and catharsis (emotional purging). 	

* The tragic hero is the main character in a tragedy. They are a good person of 
noble birth but have a lot of pride (or some other fatal flaw) and therefore makes 
mistakes. They are not perfect. They refuse to accept their situation, even though 
everyone else including the audience knows the hero is wrong. Because of that, the 
tragic hero brings about their own downfall. When the hero finally realizes they have 
erred, it's too late and their destruction is inevitable.	

In Poetics, the philosopher Aristotle discusses characteristics of the tragic form. He 
states that tragedy focuses on a great person experiencing a reversal of fortune . 
This reversal can be from bad to good or from good to bad, but Aristotle felt the latter 
was preferable, as it better supports the serious tone that characterizes a tragic play. 

* Aristotle’s three rules suggest that a tragedy have unity of 
place, time and action:	
Place. The setting of the play should be one location (Oedipus Rex takes place only 
the steps outside the palace).	

Time. The play should represent the passage of no more than one day (previous 
events leading up to the present situation, such as Oedipus outwitting the sphinx and 
killing his father, were recollected and retold on stage).	

Action. All actions or scenes in the play should contribute directly in some way to the 
main plot. The theme is centered on the choices that the characters make (example 
“pride leading to downfall.”) Plot is linear and moves in a single line with few subplots 
or counter plots	

Line of action proceeds in a cause and effect chain. The characters and events are 
closely linked in a sequence of logical, almost inevitable development. Event A leads 
to event B then to event C. No side stories!	



* CHORUS: The chorus plays a critical role, in such aspects as clarifying the 
exposition (background), admonishing, warning, or sympathizing with the 
dilemma of the protagonist, or interacting with and commenting on the plot to 
the audience. The latter can be used to either reinforce important developments or to 
reveal character motivations hidden by the dialogue.	

While the chorus could be comprised of 12 to 15 performers, no more than three 
actors appeared in a play. The actors were able to perform multiple roles by using 
different masks, costumes and props. Usually there were only 6-8 characters (and 
sometimes less) in a Greek play. 

* Violence is never depicted onstage. Rather, actors and chorus would comment 
upon the act after it had occurred. Sometimes, an actor's body would be wheeled out 
onstage on an Ekkyklêma to show they had been killed.	

* Late point of attack: The point of attack is the main action by which all others will 
arise. In Greek Theater is usually occurs after several scenes of exposition. The point 
of attack is the main action by which all others will arise. It is the point at which the 
main complication is introduced. Point of attack can sometimes work hand in hand 
with a play’s inciting incident, which is the first incident leading to the rising action of 
the play. Sometimes the inciting incident is an event that occurred somewhere in the 
character’s past and is revealed to the audience through exposition. 

* Greek plays use frequent use of messengers to relate information (things that 
happened off stage or bringing information from other places.)	


